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USE OF THE WIRE LOOP IN LOCATING THE ORBITAL SURFACE 
OF A CYCLOTRON FIELD 

Glen R. Lambertson 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

March21, 1956 

ABSTRACT 

The orbital surface of a cyclotron magnetic field is defined and the 

similarity between particle orbit and a current-carrying flexible wire is 

noted. In a vertical cyclotron field, an equation for the vertical location 

of a wire loop is found. When the point of support is on the orbital surface, 

the force required to support the loop is shown to he independent of current. 

Application of the loop to location of the orbital ::;urface is discussed. Factors 

involved in selection of a suitable wire material and wi:e size are considered . 
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SHAPE OF THE LOOP IN RELATION TO ORBITAL SURF ACE 

The path of a particle in the magnetic field is a solution of 

n - -t x B(e/p}, (1) 
p 

-"" 

..::.__:;::curvature of path (directed away from center), 
p 
t =unit vector tangent to path and in direction of velocity, 
B "' magnetic flux density vector, · 

e ~ h t t ..._. "" ,._. l - ~ c arge- o-momen um ra~10 o.c par~1c e. 
p 

A solution of Eq. (1) which is a closed smooth curve is an equilibrium 
orbit about which the nonrepeating orbits oscillate. The locus of all equilib
rium orbits may be called the orbital surface of the cyclotron field. The 
orbital surface is, in general, different from the median surface as common
ly defined. 

A similarity between a current-carrying flexible wire and the particle 
path is evident from the differential equation for the wire: 

--' 

where 

~ = t X B(i/T) + ~-'- (2) 

n f . - = curvature o w1re, 
p 
l = unit vector tangent to wire and in direction of current, 
i = current, 
T = tension, 
~ = weight per unit length of wire. 

If the weight of the wire could be neglected, then the differential 
equations are identical when i/T = -e/p, and the wire and the particle path 
would coincide for equal boundary conditions (end points}. 

It is desired to investigate the behavior of a complete loop of wire to 
determine the feasibility of locating the orbital surface from measurements 
on the wire. The case will be considered in which the field is approximately 
vertical and only the vertical positions of the equilibrium orbits are of 
interest. If the point where the ends of the wire meet is free to move radi
ally (from loop center), the wire system has no radial forces not operating 
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on a particle, and it may be assumed that the radial positions of the wire 
and of a corresponding particle are equal. Thus, only the vertical compo
nent of Eq. {2) is important and for convenience, the vertical position of 
the wire, z, is given in relation to that of the orbital surface, z

0
, by 

introducing z !::.' defined by 

z c-: zo + zt::.. (3) 

Tr~e vertical component of Eq. (2) is 

d
2

z -· 
- dxz - + (tRBcp - tcpBR} ~ m gjT, (4) 

where subscripts Rand <P refer to radial and to azimuthal cornponent, respec
tively, and xis the azimuthal distance along the wire. The terms of this 
equation may be expanded about their values at the equilibrium orbit (des
ignated by subscript o }: 

oBR 
tcpBR ;:::. (tcpBR)o + o z . Zt::,., 

tRBcp ;::: (tRB¢)
0

, 

mg/T;::: 0 + mg/T. 

at the equilibrium orbit, we have the equation 

d
2

z 
0 

which may be subtracted from Eq. 
from the equilibrium orbit: 

(4) to give the equation for the variations 

d 2 <:> .,., 
z!::. i u .DR 

- -..,- = - ,..,-
dxL. .J. 8 z 

zt::.-mg/T. (5} 

In a cyclotron field, the radial gradient of flux density does not vary greatly, 

3BR 
and az- is conveniently written, at all azimuths, as 

8BR oB = __ z_ = - a.B o z oR o' 
where B is the value of the vertical component of flux density. Also, the 
tension i'1 given in terms of current by .. 

T = iJ~ = B Ri · ( 6 ) 
e o ' 

Where R, as defined by Eq. {6), is a characteristic radius for the wire loop. 
\A!hen these quantities are introduced, Eq. (5) becomes 

.2 
d zt::. 

dx
2 

- mg 
- B Ri 

0 

{Sa} 
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Placing the points of support at x = ± rrR and at a height z
0 

+ z A = 
givesus the solution of Eq. (Sa), 

z 
s 

z = ~ 11_ cos (·rr ~Tilt) + (z ) cos (TI ~ 1TR) I X ~ X 

1:::,. """B
0
a1l cos (rr;j'"aR'') s- zo cos (TIJ aRj (7) 

From this solution, the total sag of the loop (at x = 0) and the force 
required to support it at z = z are readily found to be 

s 

Sag = (z - z ) - z I 
s o L:::,.x=O 

I 2 .., 
= ~~Bgo~:R) ·_ (zs - zo) 1/2TI2a:R/ sec (rr ;{O:R)-1 
L J 1/2,/a.R 

Force = 2 T ,O zf:::,l 
~x=rrR 

= 2TIR m g + (z - z ) 21Ta B Ri • =---'----
s 0 0 ITJ~K 

{8) 

(9) ~ . , ~ tan (IT~) 
Commonly the quantity aR is small ir.:. a cyclotron, so that approximate 
formulae for this case are useful. For o.R < 1/10, 

fm g (;rR)
2 

/ 2 J 5 2 (:d 2 2 
fug = ZBoRi - (zs - z

0
)1 2Tr a.R (l + TI Tr a.R + -160 {Tr a.R) + ... ), (Sa) 

Force=GTrRmg+(z - z )2Tra.B Rijl(l +.,;_rr
2 

a.R+ 1
2
5 

(1r
2 

a.R)
2 

+ .... ). (9a) 
[ s 0 o. J -

Note that the loop becomes unstable at values of the field index a.R ;>0.25. 

Equation (9) reveals the interesting property of the loop that the force 
does not depend upon current if the point of support is on the orbital surface. 
This behavior makes the loop a useful device for locating the orbital surface. 
Certainly, for a loop which sagged excessively, or which differed markedly 
from circular, one would not expect Eqs. (8) and (9) to be exact. An allow
able sag might be that which does not carry the loop beyond the region where 
the radial component of B is e:"...,seritially a linear function of excursion from the 
orbital surface. For a usable cyclotron field in which a is definable, a tight 
loop of wire should display the calculated behavior. The assumptions 
necessary to interpretation of the behavior of the wire loop limit its useful
ness as a testing device to fields in which the region near the orbital surface 
is without large local aberrations. 

THE LOOP ON A SPRING SUPPORT 

In order to use the property shown by Eq. (9), the loop must be 
mounted on a force-sensitive device. Typically, this is done by supporting 
the loop on a single 11hydrometer "; a torsion balance or any of several other 
rnechanisms would seem adaptable to this purpose. In principle, then, 
detection of the orbital surface involves detection of the location of the point 
of support at which a change in current produces no motion of the supporting 
device. The position of the point of support will obey the relation 
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where z = height of point of support, s 
z = height of point on orbital surface (at same azimuth), 

0 

'7 = height of support when loop is detached 1unloaded \, 
~lf-!l ' j 

K = force constant of supporting device {force/displacement), 

W = weight of loop of wire, 

R = radius of loop, 

B =flux density, 
0 

i = current in wire, 

1 3 B 
a=-B oR' 

0 

F = tan ('IT j"a"R) 
~-

When the loop is not supported exactly on the orbital surface, its displace
ment from the orbital surface depends upon current; as the current is in
creased, the point of support moves farther from the orbital surface. This 
behavior is suitable for determining the- locatiG>n of the orbital surface by 
successive approaches. A critical current exists for which the denominator 
of Eq. (lOp becomes zero; at this and greater currents, no stable equilibrium 
for the loop exists. 

SELECTION OF WIRE FOR THE .LOOP 

In any application of the wire loop, the question of wire material and 
wire diameter arises. Generally, it is desired to have ~a} a large vertical 
force constant, and (b) a small sag in the loop. From Eq. {9p, the vertical 
force constant is 

oF 
-<::>- = 2rraB RiF, 
uz 0 

s 
and from Eq. {8} the sag in the loop when z 

2 
·- rrD dg 

Sago - 4 
(1TRp2 

2B Ri G, 
0 

where D = diarneter of wire eros s section, 
d = density of wire rnaterial, 
G=sec(-rr~)-1 · 

7 
l/21T~ aR 

s = z 
·0 

is 

Clearly, the desire £or a large force constant implies that the current be 
made large. The current is limited by the maximum tension the wire can 
support; this dependence is expressed by 
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2 
'T' - B R' TID s -- 1~---,.-' 

0 - 4 
( 13) 

where S is the maximum working stress the wire material will allow. Com
bining Eqs. (11) and (13), we may write the sag 

' R\ 2d 
sago ~- ('IT z.-s g ( 14) 

At first this result would seem to indicate that the m1n1mum sag, being a 
function of the ratio of density to stress, is independent of wire size. This 
is not the case, however, for the current causes heating of the wire and this 
affects the working tensile stress. Air cooling becomes more favorable as 
wire diameter decreases; seeking minirnurn sag thus leads one away from 
large wire diameters. 

From the foregoing considerations, the i~sirable characteristics of 
a wire material appear: the conductivity should be high, the ratio of usable 
tensile stress to density should be high, and the wire should be flexible and 
nonmagnetic. Usable tensile stress will be ternperatur e- sensitive, so that 
it is not sufficient to compare materials at room temperature only. It seems 
possible that no one material is best for all cases. At low values of B R, 
heating of the loop places emphasis upon properties at high temperatur~s; 
at high values of B

0
R, the loop is limited by breaking at comparatively low 

currents. Am.ong the common materials, molybdenum and tungsten offer 
high tensile strength and resistance to tem.perature; however, their low 
conductivity would degrade over-all performance somewhat. The high-con
ductivity materials such as aluminum and copper offer a suitable combina
tion of properties. Aluminum suffers from marked loss of strength with 
increasing temperature; perhaps an aluminum alloy combining improved 
resistance to temperature with acceptable conductivity could be found. 
Except at low temperatures, copper is a better material than pure aluminum; 
not an inco~nsiderable advantage of copper is its ready availability in many 
sizes, including multistranded fiexible leads. 

Measurements of heat transfer from horizontal cylindrical wires in 
air have been made by Madden and Piret, l and they present an empirical 
formula applicable to wires in the neighborhood of 0.002 inch to 0.010 inch 
in diameter. Inserting constants for air in this equation give the numerical 
form 

l 

4. 766 X 10-
4 

/ 0 
hD .= zj'}y. watt : em C, 

1.316 (P
0
/P) \ 

f:n 
D (.6. t) l j ./ 

A. J. 1v1adden Jr. and E. L. Piret, "Proceedings of the General Discuss-
ion on Heat Transfer," London, Institution of Mech. Eng., and N.Y. 
A.S.M.E., 1951, pp. 328-333, 382, 388. 
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h = surface coefficient of heat transfer (watt/cm
2 

°C), 

D = diameter of wire (em}, 
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b.t =temperature difference (wire above ambient) (°C), 

P/P =air pressure (atmospheres). 
0 

Such a formula is very useful in estimating operating conditions with a wire 
loop. 

Selection of a wire diameter is a special problem for each application; 
the values of B R, R, and a. will be fundamental parameters. Sorne judg
ment of acceptcllile sag must be r.nade; perhaps this may be related to the 
aperture in which beam oscillations are to be allowed. Examination, as a 
function of diameter, of the performance of the loop in a given field will be 
a basis for selection. In the particular case of a proposed study oLthe field 
in the UCRL 184-tnch cyclotron, the range of B R is from 2.5 x 10::, gauss 
inches to 1. 7 x lOb gauss inches, with aa expect~d a. of 0.0005 per inch. 
Tests must be made, operating under approxin'lately l m1n Hg air pressure 
as well as at atmospheric pressure. Each loop will be made of fourteen 
strands of No. 44 gauge bare cop16er wire. Temgerature rise of the various 
loops is expected to range from 5 C to about 150 C. 
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